
 
 
Dock Seal 
 
EP Dock seal DSL-F with fixed top cushion 
  

 
This type is designed to provide a virtually airtight seal between 
the trailer and building. Even the gaps between the trailer doors 
and bodies are sealed. 
  
FEATURES 
           Stationary header ideal for smaller doors 
           Roll-formed galvanized steel framing reduces pressure on 
building wall 
           Endurance-tested foam core is continuously bonded to 
frame surface with flexible, non-flammable adhesive 
           A wide selection of durable coated fabrics provides 
maximum durability 
           High-visibility guide stripes assist drivers with proper 
positioning of trailer 

  
  

EP Dock seal DSL-A with adjustable top 
cushion 
 
This type is designed to seal a wider range of vehicle heights. 
  
FEATURES 
           Roll-formed galvanized steel framing reduces pressure on 
building wall 
           Endurance-tested foam core is continuously bonded to 
frame surface with flexible, non-flammable adhesive 
           A wide selection of durable coated fabrics provides 
maximum durability 
           High-visibility guide stripes assist drivers with proper 
positioning of trailer 
  

Customization is available 



Dock Shelter 
 
EP Dock shelter DET-F with fixed frame 

  
This type is manufactured with galvanized framing, providing improved durability. It can 
accornmodate a wide variety of trailer sizes while providing full, unimpeded access to the back of 
the trailer.  
FEATURES 

           The top panel has a slope for drainage 
           Roll-formed galvanized steel framing 
           High-visibility guide stripes assist drivers with proper positioning of trailer 
           Steel supports protect frame from off-center trailers 

   
EP Dock shelter DST-R with Retractable frame 

 
This type is designed to service a wide variety of trailer sizes and types, while providing full trailer 
access during the loading process. A gravity-biased, flexible frame yields to misguided trailers 
preventing costly building and shelter damage.  

FEATURES 
           The top panel has a slope for drainage 
           Roll-formed galvanized steel framing 
           High-visibility guide stripes assist drivers with proper positioning of trailer 
           Steel supports protect frame from off-center trailers  
           Link arm and scissor arm are both available. 

  
Customization is available 


